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THE LEEDS TROLLEY VEHICLE SYSTEM ORDER 
 

THE YORKSHIRE CONGREGATIONAL UNION (INC) 

  
as Trustees for 

 
HEADINGLEY ST COLUMBA UNITED REFORMED CHURCH 

 
 

NOTICES OF TEMPORARY USE AND COMPULSORY ACQUISITION OF SITES 10047, 

10049, 10050 AND 10051 

 
 

REBUTTAL 
 

 
1. We detail below further comments on behalf of Headingley St Columba United 

Reformed Church in response to matters in the Proof of Evidence supplied by the 

Promoter on 1 April 2014. 

 

APP-13-2 – Noise and Vibration 

 

2. During the Construction Phase, we note that the contractor is required, under Section 61 

of the Control of Pollution Act. 1074, to seek consent where there is a predicted noise 

change in excess of +5dB or more and to take mitigating measures.  This is welcomed. 

 

3. Once the scheme moves into the Operational Phase we note with some concern the 

predicted increase in noise at our property (“receptor”) is such as to be considered to 

have “large or very large adverse effects”.  In discussions with the Promoter we were 

assured that there would be little noise impact.  This Proof of Evidence clearly 

articulates a contrary view. 

 

4. We note also (7.6 and 7.7) that there seems to be a perception that the life and work 

around church buildings goes on only on Sundays or in the evenings.  This perception is 

incorrect.  In our Statement of Case we tried to make clear the range of activities for 

which our premises are used during the whole day and throughout the week.  Some of 

these activities particularly welcome the peaceful environment the church provides. 

 

5. We are particularly disappointed to read, in 8.3, the view that  

“It is evident that for some of the segregated sections of the route, where the NGT 

Scheme is located away from existing roads, there will be increases in noise due to the 

introduction of the vehicles.  While the relative tranquillity of these areas will be affected 
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to a certain extent this does not run counter to National Planning Policy Framework 

which states that planning policy should recognise that development will often create 

some noise.” 

 

6. We struggle to find, through the mass of information that is being circulated in 

connection with this proposed Scheme, any comprehensive information that suggests 

how this “large or very large adverse effect” in terms of noise is to be mitigated by the 

Promoter. While there is provision for planting of trees between our Hall and the line of 

the roadway we see no indication of any means whereby the noise will be mitigated 

along the section facing our worship space.  This section is closer to the Headingley Hill 

Stop where the trolley bus vehicles will be slowing down towards, or accelerating from, 

that stop.  The worship space is also the part of our premises where the desire for 

maintaining a peaceful environment is greatest. 

 

7. We therefore would wish to be assured that effective measures are to be put in place to 

ensure that this predicted large or very large adverse noise effect on a place of worship 

and community building is appropriately mitigated. 

 

APP-16-2 – Land and Property 

 

8. Section 6 relates to liaison with owners and occupiers of affected property before 

construction.  We can confirm that we are in discussion with the Promoters although we 

were somewhat disappointed that the first such meeting in relation to the current 

proposals did not take place until late February 2014.  These discussions continue and 

we hope progress can be made to deal with the concerns we have outlined in our 

Statement of Case, Proof of Evidence and this Rebuttal.  For the time being however, all 

our concerns remain as stated. 

 

9. We are pleased to note (Section 7) the requirements imposed by the Code of 

Construction Practice to liaise with us during the construction of the Scheme and that a 

Liaison Team will be appointed.   


